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1. Introduction 

ON DlRECT INJECTIVE MODULES 

By Younki Chae and Joongsung Kwon 

The concept of direct injectivity was intro c1 ucec1 by W. K. Nicholson( [3]). We 

know that injective modules are direct injective and its converse is not true in 

general. For instance, the Z-module Z4 does not imply the direct injectivity, 

for the Z-module Z is not direct injective but quasi-injective. 

In this paper, wc investigatc properties of direct injective modules. Through

out this paper 11.1 always denotes an R-module. 

2. Resu1ts 

DEFINITION 2. 1. An R-module 11.1 is said to be d z"rect z'njectz"ve if and only 

if given direct summand D of 11.1 with injection 1D : D-• 11.1 and a monomorph

ism k: D-• M , there exists I'εEnd(M) such that lok = 1 D' 

PROPOSITION 2.2. For an R-module M , M z"s d z"rect z'χ:jectz"ve zf and only zf 

lor submodμles A , B of M , B-dz'rect summand 01 M and any monom01ψhz'sm φ : 

M/B-• A, there eXz"Ets 1JfεH01nR(M， A) wzïh 1Jf。φ=u, wheγe u: M/B-• M z's 

the caηonz"cal z'χjectz"oη. 

PROOF. Assume that M is direct injective. Suppose B is a direct summand 

of M. Then for canonical injection u: M /B-• M and a monomorphism φ : M/ 
B-• A, there exists a homomorphism g: M .M such that goz'。φ =u. Put 

ψ=goi， then ψ is the required. The converse implication is quite obvious. 

The proof of the foIIowing proposition is similar to that of proposition 2.3. 

in [4]. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. A d z"rect sU11l mand 01 a dz'rect z'njectz"ve modztle z's d z"rect 

~'njec!z"νe. 

PROPOSITION 2. 4. 11 αM z"s a direct. sκηzmand 01 M lor each αεEnd (M) , 
the l1 M z"s dz"γect z"njectz"ve. 

REMARK. The reverse c.[ the above proposition 2.4. is not true in generaI. 
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Let 1: Z4• Z4 be a homomorphism such that f(X) = ; g 
Then I(Z 4) = {O, 2} is not a direct summand of Z 4. 

if x = 0, 2. 
if x = 1, 3. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Every completely redzecible module is direct z"njective. 

PROOF. M is completely reducible if and only if every submodulc of M is a 

direct summand of M ([2]). It follows that a completely reducible module is 

direct injective. 

COROLLARY 2.6. 11 End(M) is (νoη Neμηtanll) regular, then M z"s diγect 

z·ηjective. 

LEMMA 2.7. Let 0-• L g .M-• N-• o be a short exact sequence such that 

injective. Then this sequeηce splits. L (f;M is direct 

PROOF. Let ν1: L-→LθM， ).)2: M-→L밍M be thc corresponding canonical 

maps. By direct injectivity of L (f)M , thcre cxists a homomorphism hεEnd(L(f) 

M) such that ).)1=ho).)2og• Dcfine a homomorphism I(m)=(πLoh。ν2) (%), where 

πL: L(f)M-• L is the corresponding projection map. Then log = 1 L and hence 

the sequence splits. 

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let μ :K-• M be a nz0 1Z0ηzorphism such that M is injective. 

Then K is injective zf and 0ηly il K (f)M is direct iηjective. 

PROOF. 

sequence; 0 

Assume that K (f)M is c1 ircct injcctivc, then wc have a short exact 

-K f.l→M-→M/lm(μ)-→(). By Lemma 2.7, M르K(f)M/’lm(μ). 

COROLLARY 2.9. The direct S 1tnl 01 two direct illjective modules is direct 

z"njective zl and only il every direct injective module Is ùljectlνe. 

PROOF. It is trivial because every module is isomorphic to a submodule of 

an injective module ([2]). 

COROLLARY 2. 10. A η~"ng R is completely reducible( =semisiηtple artiηian) zl 

and only 11 every R-modztle is direct injective. 

PROOF. By Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9, it is trivial. 

DEFINITION 2.11. A ring is callcd a lelt (right) dc-η·ηg if every left (right) 

cyclic R-module is direct injective. A ring is called a dc-ring if it is a left and 

right dc-ring. Obviously every pc-ring is a dc-ring. A ring is said to bc 、 e!f
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di1’ect injective if R is direct injective as an R-module. Trivially, any left dc

ring is self direct injective. 

LEMMA 2. 12. Let R be a r쩌g and 1 two sided z'deal 01 R coηtaz'ned in the 

annihUator 01 M. Then M is direct injecUve over R il and only il tÏ is direct 

injectz've over RII. 

PROPOSITION 2.13. A ring R z's lelt dc il aηd only tf RI A is lelt dc lor 

each two sz'ded ideal A 01 R. 

PROOF. Let R be a left dc-ring and A an idcal of R. Let 11 A be any left 

ideal of RI A. Then, by [2], (RI A)I(I I A) == RII as an R-module. Since A an

nihilates the R-module RII, we may consider RII as RI A-module, Since R is 

a left dc-ring, RII is R-direct injective. By Lemma 2. 12, RII, considcred as 

an RI A-module, is RI A-direct injective. Hence any cyclic RI A-module is RI A 

-direct injectivc. i. e. RI A is a dμo-ring-

PROPOSITION 2. 14. Every lactor η'ng 01 a dc-ring R z's sell dz'rect z'njeclt"νe. 

Conversely zÏ each lactor ring 01 a dc8-ring R z's sell direct z'njective, theπ R 

z's a dC-1’i?zg. 

PROOF. Let A be an ideal of a dμo-ring R. Then RI A is a dc-ring and hence 

self direct injective. Conversely, let M be a cyclic R-module. Then M르RIA 

for some left ideal A of R. By hypothesis, RI A is RI A-direct injective. Hence, 

by Lemma 2. 12, RI A is R-direct injective. 
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